
PLAIN, ROSES OR SWANS? VIENNESE 
BIEDERMEIER SALT CELLARS, 1818-1860 

by Dorothea Burstyn 

 
Note: This article originally appeared in the Nov/Dec 

2013 issue of Silver Magazine (www.silvermag.com) and 
is reproduced here with the kind permission of both the 

author and the publisher. 

War weariness due to long years of fighting 
Napoleon, as well as living under the oppressive 
Metternich regime of absolute monarchy led to the 
development of the Biedermeier lifestyle. It is 
defined by apolitical pursuits, a love for family and 
home, the circle of friends, hospitality, home 
concerts, and a deep appreciation of poetry, theatre, 
music and nature. It is the love for the home and a 
fondness of decorating it which brought about a 
flourishing of all decorative arts. The treasures of the 
house – beautifully painted glass and porcelain – 

were kept in a glass cabinet or displayed on open 
shelves, which were the focal points of the parlor.    
(Continued on page 3) 
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Editor’s Notes: 
The good news with this issue is that it is 

full of interesting articles (as I believe it always 
is!) but the bad news is that there were so many 
good articles to include that I only had room for 
a little more than 5 pages of Kent Hudson’s 
wonderful article on English Pottery that began 
in the last issue.  I promise, however, the 
August issue will again provide a significant 
portion of Kent’s article—definitely something 
to look forward to. 

I’m glad to welcome back Mary K. to this 
issue with her regular article (Salts She 
Wrote)—even if her very interesting article is 
only tangentially related to open salts! 

Many thanks to Lesley S. for contacting 
Ms. Dorothea Burstyn and receiving permission 
to reprint her very informative article on 
Viennese Biedermeier salt cellars in this issue 
of the Newsletter. 

And definitely thanks to Donna W. for 
providing an excellent and wonderfully 
personal article on why collectors’ should 
“never say never.” 

Rod E. 

President’s Message: 
Hope everyone had a great Holiday season and received 

great salts as gifts. 
 

I was reading an article in one of the Antique 
publications on the decline in collectors; they had some 
suggestions to get the word out about your club. Happy to 
say we as salt collectors are doing what this article 
suggested: Announcements of our convention and meetings 
in publications, brochures and other forms of 
advertisements; talking with others when you see them 
looking at your collectables; and by displaying salt 
collections in venues for the public to see. The web page is a 
real plus, as well, as anyone searching information on open 
salts will easily find it. (Speaking of our wonderful web site, 
please remember to actively use it as the more information 
we have on this site the better.) One thing I want to add to 
this list is helping those who cannot drive get to our 
meetings: please consider picking up these members and any 
guests they might have and bring them along with you. 
Maybe even think about stopping by an antique shop or two 
along the way! For those that do these things already, I want 
to say thanks and encourage you to keep up the good work! 

Sarah K. 
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Speaking of our website (www.opensalts.info), Lesley S. has provided a great service to 
open salt collectors by preparing an Index of all articles and other content in past 

issues of the National Newsletter.  She actually did two Indices:  one in Alphabetical 
order and one in Chronological order.  You’ll find both these on the Home Page of the 

website (wwwopensalts.info). 
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(Cont'd from Cover)   After Austria’s draconic war measures 
to deliver all silver items in 1806 and 1809 to the mint for 
melting, the silver trade had suffered badly. With increased 
wealth, the demand for silver pieces was revived. Even the 
lower middle class wanted to have a few luxury silver items. A 
definite upswing of the trade can also be confirmed by the 
increased number of silversmiths working in Vienna. 
Ninety-two new silversmiths registered their master mark after 
1822.1  First purchases were always the coffee spoons and a 
pair of sugar tongs; but seeing the vast amount of extant salt 
cellars, these must have been a not too distant number three on 
the wish list.   

Biedermeier salts are of an endless variety, but “Plain, 
roses or swans?” might have been a valid question to a 
customer, as these are the three dominant designs offered. An 
early theory that the plain salt cellars were the earliest produced 
(1815–1835), then superseded by the ones with rose decoration, 
and finally succeeded by figural salts in the 1850s,2 does not 
quite hold true when comparing the various date marks. It is 
probably more correct to assume that all of these styles happily 
coexisted and it was more a matter of taste and/or cost which 
determined what motif was chosen.  

The same observation can be made regarding quality. 
Solid hand-raised plain salts (Figure 1) are offered  

 
Figure 1:  Salt cellars, by P. Dorschel, Vienna, 1852; 3 3/4 x 2 3/4 inches. 

next to less expensive plain pressed wares (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2:  Salt cellars, by master “A”(?), Vienna, 1856: 2 1/3 x 1 1/4 inches. 

New production methods – pressing and spinning 
silver – had opened the silver market place for a new circle of 
customers. Now the tables of the less affluent could also boast 
silver pieces. Plain salts are often sparingly decorated with 

small rolled borders featuring various star and foliate patterns; 
some are additionally adorned with pressed feet (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3:  Salt cellar, master’s mark not legible, Vienna, 1839; 3 x 3 inches. 

and come in a variety of often fantastic forms. 

 
Figure 4:  Salt cellars from left to right: maker Christian Sander, Vienna, 

18??, 2 1/2 x 2 3/4 inches; maker And. Weichesmueller,Vienna, 1840, 3 1/4 x 
3 1/8 inches; master “BW” not traced, Vienna, 1856. 

Flower painting had a long tradition in Vienna3 but 
reached a definite zenith of popularity with Josef Nigg 
(1782-1863), working for the Wiener Porzellanmanufactur 
(Vienna porcelain factory) from 1800 to 18434.  

 
Figure 5:  Porcelain painting by Josef Nigg. 
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It is no wonder that the silver trade followed this fashion. Now 
every possible silver item was chased with roses or other floral 
motifs. They also featured applied cast floral finials and 
handles or at least a flowery rolled border. Rose and other 
flower motifs are often found on rococo revival items, 
baluster-shaped with numerous lobes—either chased or pressed 
out (Figures 6, 7, & 8).  

 
Figure 6:  Salt cellars, master “A”(?), Vienna, 1844; 2 1/4 x 3 1/2 inches. 

 
Figure 7:  Salt cellars, maker mark not legible “WA”(?), Vienna, 1855;  

4 x 3 inches. 

 
Figure 7:  Salt cellar, by Jacob Weiss, Vienna, 1845; 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches.  

Figure 9 shows a substantial salt cellar with three roses 
resting on C-scrolls and foliate motifs connect the foot to the 
flower-shaped bowl, featuring swan handles.  

 
Figure 8:  Salt cellar, by Jacob Weiss, Vienna, 1846; 4 x 5 1/2 inches. 

This leads us to the charming group of Viennese 
figural salts. Emperor Franz I loved animals and his royal zoo 
in the summer residence Schönbrunn, which was open to the 
public, might have been the inspiration. Expeditions to Brazil 
(Franz I’s daughter Leopoldine was married to Emperor Dom 
Pedro of Brazil) brought a variety of exotic animals to Vienna; 
other animals were royal presents. The arrival of the first 
crocodile in 1821 and the first giraffe in 18285 was greeted with 
great public enthusiasm. Silver items during this time featured 
all kinds of exotic animals; elephants served as cruets, parrots 
on swings and turtles were used as bases for centerpieces, and 
monkeys as tooth pick holders (Figure 10). Roaring and winged 
lions (Figure 11) and fantasy dragons (Figure 12) formed the 
bases for salt cellars, but the swan was the most popular motif 
used.  

 
Figure 9  Toothpick holder, maker And. Butz, Vienna, 1862;  

3 inches in height. 
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Figure 10:  Salt cellar, apparently no master mark, Vienna, 1840; 2 1/4 x 3 

1/2 inches. 

 
Figure 11:  Salt cellar, by Jacob Weiss, Vienna, 1846; 3 x 4 inches. 

Quality differed greatly. Figure 13 illustrates the difference 
between two figural swan salt cellars. One is a solid salt cellar 
with a hand-raised bowl and a substantial base decorated with a 
flower border while resting on four feet. In contrast, the other 
salt was obviously made at a lower price point. It was pressed 
out of such thin metal that it had to be pitched to even stand 

firmly. All figural salts need to be inspected carefully, as they 
are prone to damage (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 12:  Figural salt cellars from left to right: maker Jacob Weiss, 

Vienna, 1837, 4 1/4 x 3 3/4 inches; maker Jacob Weiss, Vienna,18?2, 3 1/4 x 
2 1/2 inches. 

 
Figure 13:  Figural salt cellars from left to right: maker Jacob Weiss, 

Vienna, 1839, 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 inches; same salt as in Fig. 13. 

Made in Vienna in 1837, the double salt by Jacob 
Weiss6 (Figure 15), does not fit in any of the three groups 
described, but is unusual and should be included here. Its oval 
foot features an overlay of a cast vine lace; the two fluted 
compartments are hinged to lids decorated with vine and grape 
motifs. As a lot of domestic silver was used for Jewish 
ceremonies, this salt might have been used as a spice box for 
the Havdalah ceremony to end the Sabbath. Viennese silver is 
marked with a master mark and the "Radlpunze” (Figures 16 
and 17), a wheel-shaped mark which includes the production 
date and place. The Radlpunze for 1840 was used until 1842 
(consequently all items with a stamp for 1841 are fakes).7 
No regulation of the uniqueness of master’s marks existed, so 
ascribing is sometimes difficult. The double eagle next to a 
master mark was a privilege given to firms which were 
purveyors to the court. But the double eagle integrating the 
letters of the master mark was also used for firms which had a 
national factory authorization.8  
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Figure 14:  Double salt, by Jacob Weiss, Vienna, 1837. 

 
Figure 15:  Radlpunze for 13 lot silver, 812.5 fine silver, “A” denotes 

Vienna. 

 
Figure 16:  Radlpunze for 15 lot silver, 937.5 fine silver. 

This should not cause confusion since the firms 
serving as purveyors for the court are known, the quality of the 
item will generally be a good additional pointer. It is not 
everybody’s taste to have something “floating or flying” on the 
dinner table; perhaps the poor condition of many of the figural 
salts might be another reason for many to stay away from this 
style. The rose patterned silver (Viennese “Rosensilber”) was 
for a long time the absolute market darling. Today the very 
plain and purpose-oriented pieces are seen as the essential 
Biedermeier style.9  These are very much appreciated now as 
they are seen as the inspiration for the silver designed by Josef 
Hoffman and Koloman Moser and other designers of the 
Vienna Secession. 

Dorothea Burstyn, Dr. phil. is the editor of the Silver Society of Canada Journal and the 
administrator of the society’s website:  http://www.silversocietyofcanada.ca/    From the Society’s Home 
Page:  “The Silver Society of Canada counts collectors, dealers, auction house and museums personnel to its 

membership. Our mission is to further knowledge about antique and modern silver. You find news and articles 
here on the home page and many more articles in Archives.” 

Notes: 
1. Waltraud Neuwirth, Wiener Goldund Silberschmiede Punzen 1781– 1866: 1822–1850, Vol. II (Vienna: 
W. Neuwirth, 2000). 
2. Biedermeierausstellung, Friederich Gauermann und seine Zeit: Gutenstein-Mariahilfberg (Wien: Niederösterreichisches 
Landesmuseum, October 1962), 120. 
3. Marianne Frodl-Schneeman, and Gerbert Frodl, Die Blumenmalerei in Wien (Wien: Böehlau Verlag, 2010). 
4. Bürgersinn und Aufbegehren, Biedermeier und Vormärz in Wien, 1815-1848 (Wien: Exhibition Historisches Museum der Stadt, 
1988), 222. 
5. Ibid., 457. 
6. Jacob Weiss was born in 1794 in Lüneburg, Germany. Setting up trade in Vienna in 1822 as maker of bronze luxury goods, he 
received various patents for enameling on gold and metal. He received a factory permit for making bronze goods and silver goods 
and cutlery manufacturing. Participating in various trade exhibitions he received several silver medals for his pressed silver items. 
After his death in 1847, his firm was run by his widow Amalie until 1850. See: Viennese Silver, Modern Design 1790-1918 (New 
York: Haje Cantz Publishers, 2003); and Diether Halama, Biographies of Viennese Goldand Silversmiths, 391. 
7. For more on Viennese marks, see: Waltraud Neuwirth, Wiener Silber 1781-1866: Namens-und 
Firmenpunzen (Wien: W. Neuwirth, 2002); as well as Alfred Rohrwasser, Österreichs Punzen, Edelmetall-Punzierung in 
Österreich von 1524 bis 1987 (Verlag Bondi, 1983). 
8. The mark of Jacob Weiss is an “IW”within a double eagle, which denotes that he was the owner of a national factory 
authorization. This privilege was given only to people who had sufficient capital and also employed a large number of workers. 
9. Viennese Silver, 90.  
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Never Say Never  
In Life or in Salt Collecting! 

By Donna Wolfe 
 
We’ve all heard the saying, Never Say Never 
– you’ve probably uttered it yourself more 
than once in your life. About the time you do 
use the never word, it will come back to haunt 
you! I’ve often said never in my personal life 
and especially in my salt collecting life – 
really, some people just never learn! 
 

I’ll never spend more than $25 for a salt! 
The first salt I ever bought was a clear, 
simple, Candlewick for $10 in 1992.  

 
The next 24 salts I bought cost from $1 to $15 
a piece. Then in May 1992 I met Lyleann and 
Jim Walker at the Gettysburg Outdoor 
Antiques Show and found out about the 
OSCAR club and the book, and suddenly I 
was paying $45 for an H&J 5,000 Open Salts 
book! My salt collecting horizons broadened 
quickly after that chance meeting – I started 
attending meetings – the first at the unique 
home of Jim Cole – and I started salt seeking 
with earnest because now I had the Salt Bible 
to tell me what I was buying. And at that 
point I knew what I liked – glass, clear glass, 
cut glass, pressed glass – did not care much 
for porcelain and had no desire to buy a silver 
salt! 
 

 

I’ll never buy a silver salt! 
We took a trip to Adamstown to visit the Log 
Cabin Antiques shop where we had friends 
who were vendors – they had told us there 
was a whole showcase of salts for sale. And 
there they were – shelves of open salts – we 
decided that $25 was, as always, our limit and 
I wanted one nice salt for $25 – not five for 
$5 each! And so I looked and looked at the 
glass salts but kept being drawn to these little 
silver sets on the bottom shelf – salts with 
matching peppers and spoons. As I looked 
closer, I saw the W monogram on each piece!! 
W for Wolfe – it was meant to be – but each 
set was marked $40!! Our friends offered to 
let us use their dealer discount, saving us a 
little, but still over our $25 limit. But the W – 
gotta buy it – just this once we’ll pay more 
than $25 – and you’re not just getting a salt – 
you’re getting a matching salt, pepper and 
spoon!  

 
So, we bought a set, of course! Uh, oh – I 
broke two nevers at once – I’ll never buy a 
silver salt and I’ll never spend more than $25 
for a salt!! Years later I found out that the 
salts in the display case in the Log Cabin 
belonged to Lorraine and Fred Ayers! 
 

I’ll never own a Carder Steuben salt! 
My collecting passion continued and I 
focused on individual salts – glass, cut glass, 
pedestals, tubs – I like the glass – the old 
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glass! The hobby escalated and by 1995 we 
were way beyond our maximum of $25 for a 
salt. And then we attended the National Open 
Salt Convention in Corning NY. And I was 
hooked – hooked on Carder Steuben era 
pedestal salts! But, I said to myself, I’ll never 
be able to afford a Carder Steuben salt! As 
always, the opportunity presented itself for 
the never to make a liar out of me. Nina 
Robertson had several Verre de Soie Steuben 
salts for sale for what I convinced husband 
Dave was a very reasonable price, and I 
bought one—paying the most for a salt to 
date! That was the beginning of my love for 
Carder Steuben colored pedestal salts.  My 
favorite is one in a lovely Bristol Yellow. 

 
I now have a total of 15 Steuben colored salts 
in addition to two clear pedestals with colored 
threading, a 1960s clear pedestal salt, and a 
clear matching Steuben salt and pepper in my 
collection. Once again I failed never – I’ll 
never own a Carder Steuben salt! 

 

I’ll never buy an art glass salt! 
I remember in my early years of attending 
meetings and conventions how I would 
wonder why so many collectors wanted to 
buy new salts from artists like Crider and 
Lundberg and Lotton – glass artists who made 
some of our early convention salts. Why 
would you buy a new salt instead of an old 
glass salt? I remember Sari Raby bringing a 
number of Terry Crider salts to an OSCAR 
meeting for Buy & Sell. I actually bought two 
Crider salts that day even though they were 
new because I liked them – maybe that was 
when I began to have a change of heart about 
art glass salts. Other than those Crider salts, 
Convention and club Anniversary salts, the 
first salts I bought that I truly thought of as art 
glass were both orange – it was the color that 
caught my eye – I couldn’t resist! And so I 
started to seek out art glass salts to add to my 
collection! I’ll never buy an art glass salt! 
Yeah, right! 

 
 

I’ll never collect lacy salts! 
From the beginning of my salt collecting I 
preferred the individual salts – those dumb, 
clunky old masters just didn’t appeal to me at 
all. And although I loved to look at the lacy 
salts so many of my fellow collectors coveted, 
to me they were just fancy old masters! One 
day in an antique shop that was more like a 
flea market we found a lacy salt for $1.25 – it 
was damaged and dirty but I couldn’t pass it 
up at that price. Okay – I bought a lacy but 
not a good one – not on purpose – it just was 
a good deal. Then we lost one of our best 
friends when Cackey Marsden passed away. 
When Cackey’s husband Dick started to sell 
Cackey’s salts, I wanted a remembrance of 
her – one of her salts in my collection. 
Cackey had amassed a large collection of lacy  
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My First Lacy Salt--$1.25! 

salts – I decided to see if I could afford to buy 
one and so I made two trips to visit Dick and 
came home with a total six lacy salts!  

 

 
Two of my lacy salts from Cackey M.’s collection. 

After all those years of denying the attraction 
of lacy salts and listening to Cackey and Jim 
Cole and Rod Elser and Mike Kump and 
Mike Zagwoski extol the virtues of lacy salts, 
I had finally succumbed to lacy salt fever. 
And I continued to buy lacy salts – at 
meetings and conventions and auctions – Rod 
and Jane did a good job of feeding my habit 
during Buy & Sell at meetings! Years later, 
after Fritz van Winkle passed away, Pat sold 

their collection at auction and I was thrilled to 
purchase some of their lacy salts as a 
remembrance of our years of sharing salt 
collecting with them. Now, the lacy salts in 
my collection number over 50 – so once again 
I failed never – I’ll never buy a lacy salt! 
 
Just recently I was confronted with my 
biggest never of them all as it applies to my 
salt collecting and this is where I got the idea 
for writing this article: 
 

I’ll never own a Daum Nancy!!! 
Really – I will never own a Daum Nancy – 
really! But maybe I should have said I’ll 
never BUY a Daum Nancy! This episode 
begins in August 2012 when I attended the 
joint OSCAR/CASC meeting in August in 
Baltimore and went to the Baltimore Antiques 
Show – an unbelievable show that I describe 
as a museum where everything is for sale! 
That year I saw a case with 14 Daum Nancy 
salts of all shapes and sizes and colors. As I 
stood there trying not to drool on the glass of 
the display case, I finally came out of my 
trance and asked the dealer if he minded if I 
took a few photos of the Daum Nancy salts. 
He thanked me for asking and said that it was 
okay. I took my photos and then finally 
dragged myself away from his booth and 
found a few more Daum Nancy salts scattered 
throughout the show in other booths. When I 
left Baltimore I had visions of Daum Nancy 
salts dancing in my head! 
 
Fast forward to August 2013 – the joint 
meeting is once again being held in Baltimore 
in conjunction with the antiques show and I 
asked my boss if I could leave an hour early 
to get to the light rail station before heavy 
traffic. He asked me what is so great about 
this antiques show as his wife also goes every 
year and also raves about it. So I told him that 
it is like a museum where everything is for 
sale. He asked if I saw salts there and I said 
yes and he asked well, what kinds of salts? So 
I told him about the beautiful silver salts I had 
looked at the year before which were from the 
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Napoleonic era and were decorated with the 
Napoleon family crest. And the rare lacy salts 
which were made in the early 1800’s. And the 
booth full of Russian enamel salts. And about 
the case full of Daum Nancy salts I had seen 
the previous year. What salts? he asked. 
Daum Nancy salts – they’re delicately painted 
in a variety of colors on a variety of shapes, I 
replied. What Nancy? How do you spell that? 
he asked. It’s a French word, they’re made in 
France - D-a-u-m and Nancy, like the girl’s 
name, I told him. Okay, well, have fun, gotta 
go, he replied as he hung up the phone. 
 
Fast forward to January 3, 2014 when my 
coworkers and I went to our boss’ home for 
our annual Christmas gift exchange. His wife 
hands me the first gift to open as she says, It’s 
for the dogs – oh yes, gourmet dog treats – 
they will love those! And so more gifts are 
exchanged until there’s only one left – with 
my name on it. My boss’ wife is a very good 
shopper and her gifts are always awesome – 
she’s bought me lots of nice salts including a 
few lacies and some very nice greyhound 
items including some unique jewelry pieces 
over the past 23 years! So as I unwrap the 
small box and open it, it is stuffed with tissue 
paper – hmmmmm – salts or another 
greyhound goodie? – my mind is racing. And 
as I start to unroll the tissue paper my boss’ 
wife tells me to be careful, it’s fragile. And I 
unroll and unroll and I look at her and say, 
there’s nothing in here! And she says, Oh yes 
there is, be careful, it’s fragile!! And I get to 
the end of the roll of tissue paper and there it 
is – a beautiful Daum Nancy salt!  

 

 
And I’m stunned! And finally she says, 
Donna, I don’t think I’ve ever seen you 
speechless before! But I was! When I finally 
could talk I could only mutter, You didn’t! I 
can’t believe you did this! And then she told 
me how my boss had called her at the 
Baltimore Show that Friday after he and I had 
chatted about the salts and told her she had to 
find the guy selling the D-a-u-m Nancy salts! 
And so she did!! There aren’t enough words 
to thank them both for this awesome addition 
to my salt collection. This has to be my 
favorite never failure ever!!! I will never own 
a Daum Nancy! Thankfully, wrong again! 
 

I’ll never have more than one greyhound in 
my house at a time! 

Yes, there was a time when I actually said 
that! No really and I was absolutely serious at 
the time! But that’s a story for the greyhound 
collectors’ newsletter!! 
 

 
L to R: Jonny; Bianca; Donna; and Praveen  

Always remember - Never Say Never!!  
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OSSOTW—NO. CALIFORNIA CELEBRATES THEIR 

30TH ANNIVERSARY 

 
To celebrate this milestone, we asked Gigi Erickson of Erickson Art Studio in Union City, CA to 
make a special anniversary salt for us.  It is truly wonderful; a magnificent, rich Christmas 
red—the pictures really do not do it justice!  Each salt is hand crafted so they will vary 
somewhat in color intensity and size (they are approximately 1 ½” tall and 2” wide).  Please get 
your order in as soon as possible.   

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

OSSOTW--NO. CA 30th ANNIVESARY SALT ORDER FORM 
 

This 30th Anniversary Salt is a lovely, Christmas-red.  It is hand blown by Gigi Erickson of Erickson 
Art Studio in Union City, California. They are approximately one and half inches tall and two inches 
wide; however, being handmade, each is unique so color spectrum, shape and size will vary slightly.  
Cost is $70.00 each with a $7.00 shipping fee, whether for one or more. 
 

Name__________________________________Address____________________________________ 
 
City___________________ State____________Zip code______________ 
 
Phone number or email address__________________________(only in case we need to reach you about your order) 

Make checks payable to: OSSOTW N. California 
 
# of 30th Anniversary Salts: ________ @ $70.00 each  =    $_________ 
 
                                                         Shipping @ $7.00  =    $           7.00             
 
                                                                        Total Due     $ _________ 
 
Please mail completed form to:  Sarah Kawakami, 2005 Putnam Street, Antioch, CA 94509 

Any questions please contact Sarah at hgsalts@att.net or 925-757-9603 
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From Blackest Black to 
:  

The Diversity of English 
Pottery  

(From the Sublime to the Ridiculous) 
by Kent Hudson 

(Continued from Issue #27, Winter 2013) 
	
Wedgwood	Queensware–	
In 1765 Queen Charlotte gave permission to Wedgwood 
to use the name “Queensware” on his line of 
Creamware. He had been commissioned to produce a tea 
set for the Queen and she was so impressed with the 
result that she made him “Potter to the Queen” and 
allowed him to call all his Creamware “Queensware.”  
Wedgwood continues to use this name even today.      

 
Edme Pattern Queensware Wedgwood Open Salt 

 

 
Patrician Pattern Queensware Wedgwood Open Salt 

 

 
Embossed (sprigging) Queensware Pieces 

 

 
Assorted Queensware Open Salts 

 
Wedgwood Queensware; Belmare Pattern 

  
Jackfield – Early 18th Century through 19th Century 
Jackfield Pottery is a type of earthenware known for its 
lustrous black glaze; it is similar to Japanese black 
lacquer ware. It was named for where it was made:  
Jackfield, a town in Shropshire, England, where early in 
the 18th century a ceramics factory founded by Richard 
Thursfield produced wonderful pieces of earthenware 
with a lustrous black glaze and decorated in oil paint or 
gilt. These pieces came back into fashion as souvenirs 
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and gifts when, in 1861, Queen Victoria used black to 
mourn the death of her husband, Prince Albert.  

 
Jackfield Tea Pot at the Richmond Antique Show, Jan. 

2012 
 

 
Jackfield Tea Pot 

 
Egyptian Black or Basalt Ware – late 18th Century 
This is another ware first perfected by Josiah 
Wedgewood. It is made from clay and ground ironstone 
with the addition of ochre and oxide of manganese. It is 
a fine, hard stoneware that could be polished on a 
lapidary wheel. At times it is decorated in the Etruscan 
style with red or white encaustic colors.   

 
Basalt Open Salt; Patrician Pattern, Marked “Wedgwood, 

Made in England” 

 
Octagon Basalt Open Salt, Marked “Wedgwood, Made in 

England” 
 

Jasperware – 1780  
Jasperware is yet another type of pottery developed by 
Josiah Wedgwood. It is white in its natural state but is  

 
Portland Vase—over 2000 Years Old! 
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stained with metallic oxide coloring agents. The most 
common shade it is produced in is light blue, but dark 
blue, lilac, sage green, black and yellow have also been 
used. Decorations, usually white, in the neo- classical 
style, were made in separate molds and applied to the 
body of the piece. The inspiration for Jasperware came 
from cameo glass produced for the royalty during the 
Roman Period. Wedgwood’s most famous piece of 
Jasperware was a copy of the famous Portland Vase 
(made around CE25 and in the British Museum since 
1810) that he produced in 1790. By 1811 popularity had 
waned and production stopped completely by 1829. 
Production was resumed in 1844 using jasper as a dip; 
“solid” Jasper production resumed in 1860 and 
continued until 1941 when it was interrupted by WWII.  
Production resumed again in 1948.   

 
Blue Jasperware Open Salts 

Jasperware had it imitators.  Several members of the 
Adams family produced pieces that closely resembled 
Wedgwood in all but color. Others potters whose quality 
approached the original were Palmer, Wilson Neal, and 
Hollins.  
 

 
Green Jasperware Open Salt – Wedgwood, Silver rim 

Birmingham 1905 
 

 
Wedgwood Jasperware Open Salts 

 

 
Adams Jasperware Cruet Set 

 
Another company making high-quality Jasperware was 
Dudson Brothers at their factory in Hanley, Stoke-on-
Trent.  Nine generations from its founding, Dudson is 
still a family-owned business producing ceramic 
tableware, focusing now on the travel and hospitality 
markets. 

 
Dudson Jasperware Open Salts 
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Jasperware Pitcher with Lathe Turned Decorations; 

Marked Copeland 
 

 
Three Jasperware Open Salts; First Two: W. T. Copeland 
& Sons, Stoke-on-Trent, England; Third: Marked “Made 

in England Since 1800, Dudson, Hanley” 

 
Salts - Sprigged Minton Stoneware 

 
White Stoneware 1835 – 1870 
White stoneware was used to make decorative pieces 
during the period 1835 – 1870.   The elaborate 
decoration was often in high relief and the subjects 
ranged from biblical scenes to Bacchanalian revels and 
classical tableaux, as well as plant forms of every 
description. There were many makers, but Charles 

Meigh in the 1840’s is best known for his “Apostles” 
jugs.   

 
White Stoneware; Unmarked; Probably Charles Meigh 

 
White Stoneware Open Salt; 1835 – 1870 

 
White Stoneware; Marked: Registd. Sept 30, 1844, #31960; 

Charles Meigh 
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Transfer Printing – second half 18th Century 
Copper plate printing originated in Liverpool in 1752 and for a few years remained a secret with the inventors, John 
Sadler and Guy Green, who used it to decorate tiles. By 1763, however, their firm was regularly doing transfer 
printing for Wedgwood. Prior to this time most creamware Wedgwood produced was undecorated; a few pieces were 
painted with geometric or floral borders. This painting was placed on top of the glaze, as was transfer printing, at least 
initially—this was problematic as it wore off with use.  In 1781, however, Josiah Spode introduced under-glaze blue 
transfer printing at his factory in Staffordshire. Hundreds of designs were copied from popular Chinese, Indian and 
Italian engravings.  Other companies quickly followed, although Wedgwood was relatively slow, and didn’t begin 
blue transfer printing under the glaze until 1807.   
 

 
Blue Transfer Ware Open Salt in the Hibiscus 

Pattern—on a Pearlware body—made by 
Wedgwood beginning in 1807 

 
Blue flower transfer; Pearlware Open Salt; Unmarked 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ROCK SALT AND ROLL! 
Floor-It to Cleveland all you Cats and Chicks for a great big bash as we celebrate the 14th 
National Open Salt Convention June 4-7 in 2015. On your trip to Fiftiesville, you will 
return to the days of greasers, hula-hoops, sock-hops and Lucy and Desi.  Let us take you 
back to the decade when a loaf of bread cost 14 cents, the average salary was $2,999, 
and consumers were introduced to instant oatmeal and the microwave oven. In the decade 
of the 1950’s, Disneyland opened, Joe DiMaggio was inducted into the baseball Hall of 
Fame, the Beatles were introduced to America on the Ed Sullivan Show, and Ray Kroc 
opened his first McDonald’s restaurant. Ah, the 
memories of days gone by! 

I hope you are planning to attend the National Open Salt 
Convention in Cleveland June 4-7, 2015, as we’ll be 
Rockin’ Round the Clock. What more can I say than:  
A-wop bop a-loo bop, a-wop bam boom! 

Your convention chairperson, 
Dianne Wittik 
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By Mary Kern 

Why can’t it be an open salt . . . . 

No, I am not talking about the 

usual items we are all aware of 

and have in our collections – Egg 

cups – Ashtrays – Toothpick 

holders – Ring dishes.  Stemware 

with chips pose no problem.  Do 

not toss them out; just cut off 

the top and grind it down – Voila 

– Pedestal open salt.  Also no 

problem if you do not drink Sake 

as most of those cups are open 

salts anyway.  Come on and 

admit it.  Fess up.  At least one 

of these items is proudly 

displayed in your collection.  Our 

salt books show them; The 

Berg’s Salty Comments show 

them; Don Rabourn recently did 

a presentation on them and an 

article as well.  So why you may 

ask am I rehashing this 

subject?  Because I am talking 

some serious oversights in the 

realm of “it should be a salt”. 

“Miniature” Punch Bowls are a 

good start.  Most of them have 

pedestals with fancy round 

bowls on top.  They come in 

pressed glass, milk glass, pattern 

glass and strange and varying 

metals, probably even wood; 

but I tend to lean away from 

that concept.  All of this 

sounding familiar?  They are 

   Miniature Pressed Glass Punch Bowl 

Beautiful!—just look at the BUZZ 

SAW pattern. . . . . 

 
BUZZ SAW Pattern Miniature Punch Bowl 

and the WILD ROSE milk glass.

 
WILD ROSE Miniature Punch Bowl 

Rather eye catching.  The gold‐ 

colored metal even has a salt 

ladle and individual salts to go 

with it.   

 
Gold‐colored, Metal Miniature Punch 

Bowl 

And we are just getting started! 

“Miniature” Rose Bowls should 

also be allowed to be open salts. 

 
Gillinder Rose Bowl 

 

Gillinder & Sons, Mt. 

Washington, Crown Derby, 

Wedgwood and more have 

made them.  These are makers 

we find in our collections 

already.  The pinched narrow 
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openings would help to monitor 

 
Mt. Washington Burmese Rose Bowl 

 
Crown Derby Rose Bowl 

 
Wedgwood Rosehip Rose Bowl 

abusive salters like me.  I say rip 

off the frog grates and let the 

roses blossom on our shelves . . .  

“Miniature” Ewer Bowls are too 

small to hold enough water to 

wash your face or hands, so, 

Open Salts they should 

be.  These sets are so beautiful 

they would be hard to 

separate.  Not necessary, to a 

certain degree.  Simply store the 

ewer and display the bowl.  

 
Polychrome Imari Ewer & Bowl 

I know you can see the Imari (or 

Gaudy Welsh) bowl and the 

INDIAN TREE bowl sitting right 

there proudly with the rest of 

your porcelain salts.    

 
Coalport Indian Tree Ewer & Bowl 

The Boston and Sandwich piece 

may not have the look of our 

Lacy salts, but the company 

name surely gives the bowl 

cause to be in our collections.   

 
Boston & Sandwich Glass Ewer & Bowl 

Are you thinking outside the 

catalogs yet . . . . . 

 
Glossy Black Ewer & Bowl 

 
Sioux Swift Eagle Ewer & Bowl 

“Miniature” Sugar Bowls and 

their matching creamers… 

remember where you put those 

ewers?  Add the creamers to 

them and you now have some 

outstanding salt bowls.  

Dropping names again. 

Sandland, Royal Doulton and 

 
Sandland Ware Sugar & Creamer from 

the 1940s 

 
Royal Doulton Sugar & Creamer in the 

June Pattern 
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add to them Sterling and Agate‐

is there no end to the joy?   

 
Levi & Salaman (British) Sterling 

Creamer & Sugar 

 
White‐Swirl Agate Creamer & Sugar 

They are beautiful and have 

been freed from the creamer to 

now live a life always dreamed 

of – An Open Salt.   Now to close 

with the most fun category of 

all!  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

  

“ ”   This is where it My Mind

really gets good; freedom of 

expression is about to run with 

no control.  A dollhouse 

miniature Bimini salad bowl that 

transformed into a salt with 

matching spoon when I hid the 

fork with the ewers and 

creamers noted 

above.  

 
Bimini “Salad Bowl” 

The clear glass compote is to die 

for: 

 
Clear Glass Compote 

and a hearty contrast to the Phil 

Grenyer truly miniature bowls.  

 
Phil Grenyer Frosted Glass Bowl (1/2” 

high by 1” diameter) 

 
Phil Grenyer “Floppy” Bowl (1/2” high 

by 7/8” diameter) 

If you like Swedish glass, the 
Boda pieces, Kosta or Afors are 
stunning works of art in glass. 

Swedish Boda Bowl 

 
Swedish Boda Afors Bowl 

 
Swedish Kosta Boda Bowl 

Bet you can picture the Mzia 

glass bowl with the “hunks” of 

silver holding it up as the center 

of your glass and metal 

collection.   

 
Mzia Glass Bowl on Brass Stand 
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If we can grab the Sake cups and 

the little sipper glasses – an 

exquisite Roemer wine glass 

should be no problem.   

 
Roemer Wine Glass 

My favorites and two of my new 

babies are closing this.  Both are 

Faience, one a lion ink well 

doubling as an open salt 

bowl.  The other is a gargoyle 

candle stick with a match tray.  I 

have already tried to explain this 

one to some fellow collectors, 

some takers and some non‐

believers.   

 
Faience Lion Ink Well 

So let me run this by those of 

you I have not yet 

enlightened.  Yes, there is no 

denying the candlestick part, but 

the little tray is not for matches‐

it is for salt of course!  Simple 

scenario . . . . . the Gargoyle’s tail 

allows you to carry the lit candle 

and tray of salt in one hand as 

you head down the hall to bed 

with your carrot sticks in the 

other hand.   

 

 
Faience Gargoyle Candlestick/Salt Dip 

See, anything can be a salt if it 

tickles you and makes you 

happy—except, that is, my black 

cat dish brush.  Never will it be a 

salt – but it tickles me when I 

use it and I thought it might 

make you smile too . . . . . 

 

Black Cat Dish Brush 

You can find any of these items 

in shops and on eBay.  Just be 

careful because there is a reason 

they are not in our open salt 

collections in any 

abundance.  They are either 

much too small, a tad bit too big 

or extremely too big.  Miniature 

does not always mean small 

enough OR large enough to be a 

salt, but it is fun looking through 

them just in case you actually 

find one.  I have salts too small 

and salts too large, salts that are 

and salts that aren’t.  They all 

make me smile just like my black 

cat brush.  Hope your salts do 

the same for you . . . . . . . . . . 
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